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Anatomy:  
1) Damge in which of the following  nerves affect corneal reflex  : 

- nasociliary 

2) If damage occur in anterior white commissure at lvl T3 which of the 

following is correct: 

- Contralateral pain t5 and below  

3) In case Right facial upper and lower right motor neurons lesion which of 

the following could escape from the paralysis:   

- upper left  

4) Cell body of first order neuron of the General visceral afferent   from the 

stomach are found in : 

- inferior nodose  

5) If a damage accur at optic canal which of the following structure will be 

affected: 

-  ophthalmic artery  

6) lesion in one of the following mostly affects hearing : 

- spiral ganglion  

7) The direction of cochlea apex is : 

-  Lateral  

8)  Attachment of Stapedius muscle in tympanic cavity is on :   

- Posterior wall  

9) Pt. that had been shoot came to the emergency with foot drop which of 

the following nerve do you think is affected   

- common fibular  
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10) Pt. came to the emergency complain about hypothenar wasting which of 

the following nerves do you think is affected: 

-  ulnar nerve 

 

Physiology:  
11) type 3 of cells within taste bud : 

- intermediate cells 

12) Conscious discrimination of odors is dependent on the pathway to   

- orbitofrontal cortex  

13) Which of the following is responsebol about the senses of horizontal 

linear acceleration :   

- utricle  

Pathology: 
14) Choose the correct combination:  

- Gullian barre : campylobacter jejuni  

15) which of the following is wrong about Alzheimer : 

- most cases are familial  

Micro: 
16) Negri bodies indicate  

- rabies  

Pharma: 
17) Which of the following IV anesthetic is the best for asthma pt. : 

- Ketamine  

18) Which of the following IV Anesthetic but weak analgesic  

- Propofol  

 

Biochem: 
19) which of the following combounds can be seen in case of serotonin 

formation: 

- 5-Hydroxy Indole  Acetic Acid 

 

“The most effective way to do it, Is to Do it” 

Collected by: Ahmad Al-Masri 
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